


While some follow trends, others set them. Award winning music producer and 
live performer Rodriguez Jr, also known as Olivier Mateu, has spent more than 20 
years in the music industry.  His vast experience of all genres of electronic music 
make him the visionary of melodic house and techno he is today.

Our exclusive Rodriguez Jr. Feathers & Bones Environment is an incredible 
collection of instruments & effects racks personally designed by Rodriguez Jr for 
you to explore. 

Feathers & Bones Environment



Here at 36db we’re very excited to share 
this debut Artist Series Environment by 
Rodriguez Jr. It comes in two stunning 
formats. The first is the ‘Feathers & Bones’ 
Environment. We took the title track from 
Rodriguez Jr’s latest album and 
meticulously recreated it using only 
Ableton plugins. This release is filled to the 
brim with sounds, instruments sampled 
over 5 octaves, MIDI, drum samples and 
effects for you to immerse yourself in. 
We’ve even modelled some of the 
hardware processing Rodriguez Jr uses to 
get his tracks sounding so full, multi layered 
and textured.

Rodriguez Jr. Feathers & Bones Environment

The second format is the ‘Feathers and Bones Deluxe Edition’. In this release, you not only 
get everything from the ‘Feathers & Bones’ Environment but also an exclusive, brand new 
and unreleased club banger called ‘Entropy’. Rodriguez Jr wrote ‘Entropy’ especially for 
this Environment. We’ve broken the track down into the classic 36db format giving you a 
whole host of additional sounds, samples, processing, and MIDI.

Finally, and to top off this debut Artist Series release, Rodriguez Jr has designed his very 
own Element - The Rodriguez Jr. Chord Maker.



36db Rodriguez Jr. Feathers & Bones Environment
Standard Edition Features

• Rodriguez Jr Feathers & Bones Environment.
• Individual Drum Tracks Session.
• 1 x Custom Drum Racks™ Featuring 16 Custom Drum & Percussion 

Samples. 
• 5 x Drum Patterns.
• 2 x Percussion Loops.
• 11 x Instruments (2 Custom Multi-Sampled Hardware Synths).
• 16 x Effects Racks.
• 6 x Return Channels Effects Racks.
• 90 x Custom Instrument Presets.
• 140 x Custom Effects Racks Presets.
• 1 x EFX Samples.
• 1 x Custom Drum Channel Strips with 5 Presets.
• 1 x Master Channel Strip.



Each of Rodriguez Jr's Environments and all Instrument & Effects Racks are now fully 
Push 3 compatible. You can simply drag any of these 36db Rodriguez Jr devices to your 
Push 3 and all macros and performance controls will work seamlessly. This includes any 
Max for Live devices.

Our main objective when designing these Environments was to enhance the hands-on 
experience. We have carefully mapped and programmed every instrument and effects 
rack for the ultimate user experience. Functionality and control are key in achieving 
efficient and creative results.

Push 3 Total Control

Ableton are in the process of making Instrument & Effects rack snapshots available for selection on the 
Push 3 Standalone. There are some that are not currently fully functioning, but updates are coming 
regularly to address certain issues that only affect Push 3 Standalone.



This selection of instruments from 
Rodriguez Jr is a beautiful collection of 
sounds that have been sampled from 
Olivier’s personal studio. Each of the 
Sampler Instruments were sampled over 5 
octaves. The behavior and performance 
response of these sounds were recreated in 
Ableton Live to give you the best 
playability. 

Each Instrument Rack comes with 16 
macros of control. This allows you to dial in 
the sounds you want and gives you 10 
presets for each Instrument rack to get you 
started. 

Rodriguez Jr. Instrument Racks



Rodriguez Jr. Drum Racks

Each of Rodriguez Jr’s Drum Racks™ contain custom samples from his personal studio. 
808, 909 and other exotic drum machines were used to create these superb house kits 
for you to use in your own productions.  Each sound was processed using Rodriguez Jr’s 
extensive collection of vintage hardware processors and effects.

A custom Rodriguez Jr Drums Bus Channel strip is also included with each Drum Rack™. 
This will add energy and presence to your drums giving you variations for where you 
want your drums to sit in the mix.



Rodriguez Jr. Effects Racks

We have recreated a selection of Rodriguez Jr’s go-to effects which he uses in his own 
productions. There are a wide variety of Effects Racks with lots of controls for you to 
sculpt the precise effect you’re looking for. These include reverbs, delays, modulation 
effect and many other incredible tools for your productions. These Effects Racks also 
come with 10 presets to get you started.

There are also 6 return channel Effects Racks designed by Rodriguez Jr. These cover a 
wide variety of effects including some mad glitchy textures to add dimension to your 
sounds.

Like all our 36db Instruments and Effects Racks, they come as individual racks for you to 
mix and match to your own productions. You can get endless results by combining 
these devices and demonstrate the true modular aspect of Ableton Live™.



Tips and Tricks

By flicking through the presets you’ll find a host of new sounds and 
effects textures that instantly change the instrument or effect. You can 
also try using the randomize button at the top right of the rack. You’ll 
get some impressive results, or a cool new starting point to dial in and 
make your own preset snapshot. This will be saved with the rack within 
your Environment, or within the Rack preset when you save it to your 
browser.



Minimum requirements to use our 36db Environments

Ableton Live 11.3.4 Suite™ or newer (Mac or PC). You will also need to have 
all additional library content that comes with Ableton Live 11 Suite™ version 
installed.

Mac or PC Intel Xeon & i7 or higher Core Processors with 16GB of memory.
Mac OS Mojave or higher, Windows 7 64 or higher for PC.

Our design makes it easy for you to mix and match all the sounds and effects 
racks that make up our Environments. This enables you to add them to your 
own productions or use parts from one Environment in another 
Environment.

If you have any issues with our products, please contact support@36db.live
and we will do our utmost to resolve any situation.

All the best, 

36db.

mailto:support@36db.live


By purchasing this Product (subject to the terms of the 36db User Terms and Conditions
Agreement), you are granted a non-exclusive, non-transferrable license to use the Product(s) you
downloaded from 36db solely for use for or within new recordings or derivative works created
by you PROVIDED ALWAYS that you use the Product(s) only within your own newly-created
sound recording(s) in a manner that renders the Product substantially dissimilar to the original,
assembled sound of the Product in each case.

Products must not be shared with or given or transferred to any third party or uploaded to any
file-sharing site or offered for resale or public transmission unless mixed into your own original
music productions. Products may not be used in or in relation to any competitive products that
are sold or relicensed to any third parties. The number of individual sounds provided to you
within your purchased Product and the size of your downloaded file is based upon the highest-
quality format version of your Product. Except as expressly permitted herein, to the fullest
extent of applicable law you may not copy, modify, distribute, sell or lease any Product.

By opening this pack it is assumed you understand that other purchasers of this pack will have
access to the same data and musical materials. 36db will not be held responsible in any manner
for any copyright or other music-based disputes or any YouTube/Soundcloud/other digital or
web-based ID conflicts that may arise from more than one user creating new musical works
containing the same sample(s), midi or other data supplied in this release.

No new musical work created using this product’s contents may be used as the basis of any
copyright or monetisation claim against 36db Ltd, our online media channels, this Product’s
intellectual and technical contents or its promotional audio clips, videos or other media. If any
such claim arises, you (and/or your distributor) will be asked to end the claim on which ever
platform(s) it has been made. We require any such claims to be addressed and removed within a
30-day period.

The Product(s) are licensed to you only for use within your original musical compositions and
productions. All copying, lending, duplicating, re-selling or trading of the Product(s) is strictly
prohibited, save as used for or incorporated into your original created works. Only you as the
original purchaser of the Product(s) has the right to embody and reproduce the Product(s) within
your music compositions and productions. For the avoidance of doubt, no ownership of
copyright is transferred by 36db to you.

36db User Agreement
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